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Release

NAME:

“It takes slowing down to spend time with yourself 
It takes humility to be honest with yourself 
It takes courage to let go of what’s blocking you 
It takes trust to let a new you emerge” 

- Marla Dee

1. Identify what’s NOT working in how you create and receive wealth today:

2. What’s the Money mindset or money story that has kept you from experiencing 
wealth the way your heart truly desires?

3. Look at your way of BEing - your commitments, patterns, habits and deservingness 
that may cause you to block the kind of wealth you dream of...
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your purpose for wealth
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create the new wealthy you

1. Create a POWERFUL why that’s deeper than “more money” and taps into the purpose 
of your SOUL!

1. The Wealthy ME - Physical Beingness

2. The Wealthy ME - Emotional Beingness

- I give myself permission to indulge in my wildest financial desires 

- Release the “HOW” and activate the infinite power within to achieve your 
financial goals

- This is my Beingness
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create your new wealth story
I am so grateful I am now a [insert your level of wealth achieved, e.g multiple six figure 
earner, millionaire, multimillionaire]   $

I am grateful I have multiple and diverse assets that generate income while I sleep made 
up of [insert your desired assets portfolio makeup e.g. precious metals, crypto, real 
estate, business]

I am grateful I receive passive income of this amount per month $

I am grateful to have this feeling about my wealth at all times [e.g I deserve to be 
wealthy, I love how money always flows easily to me]

I am grateful to this is my current Net Worth (and growing)  $

I love that my average bank balance is  $

I am a great money manager and my money stays with me and grows in my care at an 
average of [desired % return on investments]                          %

3. The Wealthy ME - Mindset

4. The Wealthy ME - Spiritual Divinity
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Activation
What actions are you committed to taking that embody this new Wealthy YOU? 
(What kind of support will you receive/need?)


